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Summary
This book describes what we should be doing as DBAs in a
world of large distributed databases to move toward seeing data
bases as part of the overall environment, an environment where
reliability is paramount. How many of us will make it to the new
world described here is debatable; I fear it’s too late for me, but
everything presented is worth learning about, if only to be aware
of how we can do things better when we get the chance.
Preface
This book describes what the authors believe is the next stage
of the database professional: the database reliability engineer
(DBRE). We are told that DBAs are mysterious creatures, but
they need to change. Most DBAs haven’t been using any form of
version control, since they lived a separate life from the software
engineers writing the applications that depend on the database.
The distinction between DBAs and software personnel is going
away. This book will describe reliability engineering as it applies
to supporting databases.
The authors say they wrote this book for anyone involved in
supporting reliable data stores. Notice that the term “DBA”
doesn’t show up very often.
Chapter 1—Introducing Database Reliability Engineering
Reliability engineering is described as engineers using soft
ware to automate tasks that have traditionally required human
effort. Further, database professionals must be more engineer
and less administrator. Other parts of the infrastructure are sup
ported by programmatic and automated processes, and this
needs to extend to data stores. Again, note the semantics: we
don’t use the term “databases” much anymore.
What exactly does a DBRE do? First, protect the data. While
much is changing, some things stay the same—and in this case,
the need for backup and recovery processes that are regularly
tested is described. Other duties include setting up self-service
platforms so that large numbers of users can be supported by a
small number of DBREs. Despite all that has changed, it is diffi
cult to find enough database professionals. Another part of the
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DBRE role is described as the “elimination of toil,” which means
using automation and standard configurations to reduce the
manual, repetitive tasks. I like the way these tasks are described:
they are devoid of enduring value—and that scales linearly as a
service grows. The specific example discussed is manual data
base changes. We are told that databases are not snowflakes. This
sounds a little odd at first, but the message is worth thinking
about. The database is no more important than any other part of
the service used by the business. This will take some getting used
to for many of the DBAs I’ve worked with. The data store must
not be fragile; the failure of any piece of the system should be
easily recoverable.
We learn in the next section that software engineers need to
become more involved with operations. Those who code must
become more aware of the infrastructure and participate in tasks
that have been assigned to a separate operations group.
This chapter closes with the idea that operations is not a sepa
rate role; rather, everything that goes on in the business is opera
tions. Everyone in the organization participates in operational
outcomes. We are told that many shops have an ops culture that
is abysmal and results in burnout. Again, I can relate. Realize that
you may not even have a traditional operations team as you rely
more and more on services supported by Google and AWS.
Up to this point, I was engaged and appreciating the message.
Then came a section declaring that databases have a hierarchy of
needs just like humans. Survival is backups, and love is about
data being important. Fluidity and cross-functionality are en
couraged, and—brace yourself—you stop performing cowboy
commands as root. Someone has strong feelings about this!
Esteem is next and then self-actualization. Time to move on.
Chapter 2—Service-Level Management
We have been learning about database reliability, but now we
shift to a discussion of services. If our databases, or data stores,
are going to be reliable, we need to think of them as services. Our
applications depend on the database being available to service
requests. I have worked with service-level agreements (SLAs)
before, but here, we learn about service-level objectives (SLOs).
SLOs are important to guide the design of services. This chapter
tells us that managing service levels is not easy, and a lengthy list
of issues is provided. For example, if you require that a service be
available 99.999% of the time, what if 98% of your users can ac
cess this service, but 2% of your users can’t? How do you blend
this into your computation of service availability? These numbers
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are more of a political problem than a math problem. Managing
expectations and interpretations of service is important and chal
lenging.
It is a well-worn cliché that you can’t manage what you can’t
measure, so we have a list of service-level indicators that we will
use as we set the requirements for our SLOs. There are sections
on latency, availability, throughput, and durability. The discus
sion of cost or efficiency was good; this is often seen as a book
keeping or budget issue, but the success of the business is based
on these metrics.
The process of defining the service objectives comes next. The
specifics given are worth thinking about. For example, for laten
cy, Amazon has found that for each 100 ms of latency, they lose
1% of sales. While it is tempting to set a requirement that latency
must be less than 100 ms, remember that it may not be worth
while to drive latency to a very low value. Users who access the
service from a mobile device may not have network performance
that can make use of such a small latency. A better SLO would be
that latency must be between 25 ms and 100 ms.
Chapter 3—Risk Management
This chapter starts with a definition: “operations” is a set of
promises and the work it takes to fulfill them. I hadn’t thought of
operations this way, but it works. Keep in mind that we, in op
erations, have made a promise to our users. We need to look at
the factors that could cause us to fail to meet those promises and
work to reduce the impact of those factors. Trying to reduce all
risks to zero is a waste of resources, so we need to balance the
costs and benefits of reducing each risk. This process is itera
tive—the elusive continuous improvement—and is broken down
into seven steps.
Having identified the risks to our SLOs, we next learn about
some things to consider that can affect the quality of this process.
Starting with unknown factors and complexity, it is tough to
know what, if any, impact there will be from other customers in
a shared, hosted environment. Seasonal processing loads can
cause workload to spike. The more complex the environment is,
the more inter-related services there will be; how they all interact
is hard to predict, let alone control. If you don’t have the re
sources you need, you simply can’t pursue an iterative proactive
risk management process. I liked the discussion of human fac
tors, including inaction syndrome, ignoring hazards, fear, and
(my favorite) over-optimism. Just when you think that three
disks can’t fail in the same day, that is exactly what happens.
I can relate to the section describing the risk of pager fatigue.
You need to monitor your services, but too much alerting will
cause burnout, which is another challenge to your ability to
maintain service promises. Group factors is something I had not
thought about before. There are three aspects to this: group po
larization, where group decisions tend to be more extreme that
what any of the individuals would decide; risk transfer, where
one group will take greater risks when they perceive that there is
another group that they can blame; and decision transfer, where
groups will not make decisions at all, forcing others outside the
group to make all important decisions. I’ve experienced these
group factors, but I had not seen them discussed like this before.
Chapter 4—Operational Visibility
“Operational visibility” is a fancy way of saying “monitoring.”
This is how we know how well our services are doing, which is
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vital if we are going to meet the promises we make to our users.
Monitoring must tell us when things break—ideally, before they
break. We need to have data for performance analysis, capacity
planning, and debugging and reviewing problems after things
break. In this section we learn that human error is never the root
cause of problems. Our systems are complicated; when they fail,
it is rarely due to a single issue. We are told to look for a list or set
of contributing factors, and look at all of them in terms of risk
and impact.
Monitoring is described as “traditional” when applied to envi
ronments where servers run for a long time, network addresses
are stable, and the focus is on systems rather than services. A new
approach for monitoring is described as the new rules for opera
tional visibility. A modern approach is needed for massively dis
tributed data stores. Modern monitoring should be looked at as
a business intelligence system. Note the author’s gentle jab: if you
aren’t monitoring distributed data stores, you aren’t modern.
This section has some pretty abstract concepts, such as distrib
uted ephemeral environments trending to the norm. The need to
store key metrics at high resolution is an interesting topic, one
that makes it clear that we need to be storing a lot more monitor
ing data than we have in the past. At the same time, we also learn
that distributed systems and multiservice applications create too
many metrics. This can be an issue for a new organization or
startup that doesn’t have the resources to handle all this monitor
ing data. One of many conclusions is that we have to focus on the
metrics that are most important to meeting our SLOs.
Chapter 5—Infrastructure Engineering
Up to this point the material has covered preparing the envi
ronment for reliability; now we turn to designing and actually
constructing reliable systems. This chapter presents options for
the host that will support a data store. This includes serverless or
Database as a Service. Data stores run as a set of processes on a
host. For a long time, this has meant a dedicated physical server,
but we now have virtual hosts, containers, and abstracted ser
vices. There is a section covering each of these options. A “phys
ical server” is described as having one operating system with
services running from that single OS. This is said to be imma
ture. For better reliability, each data store should be moved to a
separate server or servers. This isolation helps tune each data
store for its CPU and I/O needs.
Having appropriate kernel configurations for your database
hosts is recommended. These would cover resource limits, I/O
scheduling, and memory allocation. There is a good discussion
of the perils of swapping, and options for non-uniform memory
access are presented. Network and storage issues are also re
viewed, as are SANs. While the general slant here is against
physical servers, the authors point out that they make operations
simpler, but they also tend to result in wasted resources and take
longer to set up—which leads to a discussion of virtualization.
There are sections covering virtual machines, hypervisors, con
currency, storage, and several use cases. Containers are new to
me; they are described as much lighter than VMs and can start
in seconds versus the minutes needed to start a VM.
The last section covers Database as a Service, where a thirdparty solution is used for the virtualized cloud service. All of the
public cloud providers have such services; the most famous of
these is Amazon’s Relational Database Server (RDS). Within this
service you have support for MySQL, PostgreSQL, Aurora, SQL
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Server, and Oracle. I think this is the first time Oracle has even
been mentioned. The advantages of such a service are faster de
ployment, failover options, and simpler patching, among others.
Evidently you can also get high performance using Amazon
Aurora due to its “special sauce,” but no details are offered. For
all the advantages, we are warned to not think that you no longer
need database specialists.
Chapter 6—Infrastructure Management
Having discussed options for hosting data stores, we turn to
how to manage them and, specifically, how to manage them at
scale. This will range from the configuration of one host to de
ploying many hosts and orchestrating components. It seems that
managing one or two boxes was easy and stable, but that is no
longer an option. Modern systems have complex infrastructures
and must be managed by a few people. This makes automation
critical, so we can reliably and repeatedly deploy data stores. In
such systems we must eliminate repetitive/manual processes.
This starts with version control. A version control system
(VCS) must be used for source code, scripts, libraries, configura
tion files, and OS and database binaries. While VCS is common
place in software development, it isn’t prevalent for systems and
database engineers. Further, the same VCS should be used by all
the engineers to allow mapping between infrastructure and code
versions. All of this means that for any modification you need to
check out the relevant files, make the changes, and commit them
back into the VCS. This sounds rational to me, but I’ve never
seen it in practice.
Next, you need to have a configuration management applica
tion; examples are Chef and Puppet. You define a configuration
and these applications support cookbooks or playbooks that are
used to build systems. The need for idempotency—a concept
that comes up more and more often—is discussed, whereby an
action will cause the same outcome if it is executed one or many
times. When it is time to build the databases, you can either fry
or bake. I had not dealt with this before, but frying uses dynamic
configuration at host deployment time, while baking takes a base
image and configures it at image build time. (I’m guessing there
will soon be a Master Chef competition for data stores.) Addi
tional topics covered include maintaining configuration, orches
tration, and testing.
Chapter 7—Backup and Recovery
The more things change, the more you still need to have a
backup strategy. After all that has been discussed, we are told that
backing up and recovering your data is the serious meat and
potatoes. I think I’m more of a casual meat and potatoes person
but I’m guessing that isn’t important. This includes moving data
between nodes, between datacenters, and into long-term ar
chives. The data is the most important commodity your business
has. (More important than the employees? This could get awk
ward!) At the same time, backup and recovery is considered dull
and tedious, and often assigned to the junior members of the
team. Some of the backup software available is described as
pretty horrible. Given this inspirational introduction, we learn
that every engineer should handle, at least once, a critical recov
ery process. I’m all for it, but again, I haven’t seen this in the wild.
Some organizations have a dedicated team for recovery; those
not on that team won’t handle any recoveries. I’m in such an
environment. Further, when I was involved with recoveries, es
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pecially those that were critical, it was complicated. This means
it wasn’t practical to have someone do a recovery once in a while
and assume they could handle an issue in the future.
We also need to recover data when populating a new or recreated node in a distributed data store. In these distributed data
stores we have local datasets that are part of a much larger whole.
Recovering one node may be relatively easy, but maintaining the
state of the larger dataset while recovering a piece is challenging.
There are sections covering the core concepts of backups and
recovery, and some issues you might not think about if you are
from a traditional DBA background. If the data in the data store
is also part of a system that may not enforce strict consistency,
how do you recover? What does it mean to recover? Many recov
ery scenarios are discussed as well as a detailed methodology for
planning your backup and recovery process.
Chapter 8—Release Management
Assuming all the automation discussed previously has been
implemented (I want to believe!), we are told that the DBREs can
work on more valuable parts of their job. In the past, back when
dinosaurs like me roamed the planet, each database migration
object definition and SQL code was reviewed by the DBA who
would then plan the handcrafted change and follow it through
into the production system. Maybe this is why I’m so tired: it’s a
lot of work!
To turn this around the DBRE must educate the developers as
to the data stores their code will interact with. The goal is to have
those writing the application code handle more of what has tra
ditionally been viewed as DBA tasks. We are told that everything
the DBRE does must be specific, measurable, and actionable. At
this point, whenever I see “DBRE” in the text, I just assume I
should read it as “DBA.” Continuing, one example of a metric
the DBRE should use to judge progress on this path is the num
ber of database stories that require DBRE (DBA?) interaction.
Database stories? OK, I’m lost. Just to be sure, I searched the text
and did not find any instance of “database story” or “stories”
before this one. When I Googled it, I only found articles about
book and movie plots. From the context, I’m guessing “story”
refers to a task or project. The goal is to move as many of the
tasks (stories?) that would be assigned to a DBA into the applica
tion development process. Another way to look at this is that
significant parts of what has been the DBA role need to be ab
sorbed into the development role. We are encouraged to foster
conversations and collaboration between groups.
In another section it is recommended that we work toward
Continuous Integration (CI), where all changes checked into the
version control system are automatically integrated, and auto
mated tests are triggered to verify that the changes have not had
a negative effect on the data store. It is repeated that all database
changes must be checked into the same VCS that is used for the
rest of the application. Again, I have never seen this, so I can’t
relate. Sounds like a good idea.
Chapter 9—Security
While backup and recovery were identified as critical, secu
rity is similarly important. When DBAs were in their own world,
they could focus on protecting the database in isolation. The
DBRE must have a more holistic approach. Continuous integra
tion, cloud environments, and the much-more-distributed envi
ronments all create additional ways for someone to get at your
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data. The first section explains the purpose of security: protect
ing data from theft, purposeful and accidental damage and expo
sure, and complying with audit requirements. As the environments
scale out and up, the number of hosts and data stores means it
isn’t practical to have a DBA responsible for all security issues.
Just like other traditional DBA tasks, security issues for data
stores must be taken up by the overall development team. It is
difficult to find security experts, so their expertise must be lever
aged and applied throughout the organization. How to do this is
described in sections covering education, collaboration, integra
tion, and testing and monitoring.
The range of possible vulnerabilities that the DBRE must
worry about is presented. New to me was the use of Microsoft
acronyms “STRIDE” for classifying security threats and
“DREAD” for prioritization. STRIDE classifies threats into the
following groups: spoofing, tampering, repudiation, information
disclosure, denial of service, and elevation of privilege. DREAD
prioritizes threats by damage potential, reproducibility, exploit
ability, affected users, and discoverability. These acronyms were
new to me, which is why it’s good to keeping learning.
Next, we learn about what are called “basic precautions.” The
danger of defaults is worth reading. A preventable exploit that
affected 30,000 MongoDB instances was due to a default IP con
figuration. Security is complicated, but some of the most danger
ous aspects are the simplest to prevent. The most common
attacks are described in sections covering denial of service, SQL
injection, and network and authentication protocols. This chap
ter ends with a detailed review of all the ways you need to use
encryption.
Chapter 10—Data Storage, Indexing, and Replication
All of the previous chapters have discussed operations. Now
we start looking at how data is stored in the data store, from a
single node structure to large partitioned datasets and replication
between nodes. To enhance reliability, the DBRE needs to know
which type of data store is most appropriate for the service being
implemented. This requires an understanding of access patterns
and performance characteristics.
We start with a discussion of data structure storage, which
traditionally means a set of tables and indexes. Data stores have
proliferated, and because of this, how data is stored has signifi
cantly evolved. You need to understand how data is put into and
pulled from storage to optimize storage subsystems and data
bases. For large datasets, you need to retrieve subsets of data
quickly, and this requires specialized storage structures, i.e., “in
dexes.” There are sections covering database row storage, sortedstring tables, and log-structured merge trees. While I am
well-versed with row storage, the descriptions of the other two
were both new to me and quite interesting.
Next is a review of the options for indexing the data store.
This starts where you would expect, with B-trees. Other indexes
covered are hash and bitmap. Then we have permutations of
B-trees, namely function-based, reverse, clustered, spatial, and
search. Each data store may have specialized indexes for specific
use cases. Personally, I think it must be difficult to know which
data store to use with which indexing strategy for which use case
in a modern application. Sure, you need spatial for the map, but
you also need to complete transactions and traverse various so
cial media data structures.
Now we have a section on logs and databases. We are told that
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logs began as a way to maintain durability, but they have evolved
into the way data is replicated to multiple servers for availability
and scalability. Transformations are done when data is moved
between different database engines. I hadn’t thought of logs this
way before. Further evolution has delivered messaging systems
where the logs are events and downstream services are subscrib
ers.
The section on data replication is long and detailed. Replication
is the basis of distributed data stores. The discussions of singleleader replication, where data is always sent to one specific data
store, and multi-leader replication, where multiple nodes can
have a leader role (this can be confusing), are worthwhile, and I
learned a lot from them.
Chapter 11—Data Store Field Guide
In theory, a data store is just some data with software that al
lows that data to be stored, retrieved, and changed. If there is a
data store in the forest that contains no data, does it make a
noise? Do the bears get cool jobs maintaining these data stores?
No matter; in this chapter we look at what makes up a data store
that has lots of data, lots of users, and lots of concurrency. The
point here is to identify the characteristics of the various data
stores so the DBRE can understand the best use case for each.
First, the conceptual attributes of a data store are set out, includ
ing the data model, how transactions are handled, and BASE
(basically available, soft state, and eventual consistency), which is
described as a foil to ACID (atomicity, consistency, isolation, and
durability). For the data model, we start with the relational
model, and it seems that much of the theoretical stuff falls away
as performance and concurrency come into play. Next is the ob
ject relational model (ORM), which is popular with developers
but causes problems for the DBRE. Specifically, ORMs allow
constraints to be ignored; logic can be obfuscated, and this
makes it hard for the DBRE to see how the application code is
interacting with the data store. I wasn’t expecting to see criticism
of the ORM. Things really have evolved! We are told that while
software engineers see relational as inflexible and slow, this isn’t
accurate. The key-value, document, and navigational or graph
models are also described. The section on transactions covers
ACID in great detail.
BASE is new to me. This has emerged as distributed nontransactional systems have been built when the requirements of
ACID can’t be maintained. As the number of users scales, it isn’t
possible to maintain complete synchronization across all nodes
at all times. Consistency can’t be enforced in the traditional
sense, but eventually, as data is replicated to all nodes, things will
synch.
There are also internal attributes of data stores that need to be
understood. For storing the data read and write performance,
durability of writes, and storage size need to be considered. The
CAP theorem is explained whereby you can have at most two of
these three properties: consistency, availability, and partition
tolerance (CAP). Similar to ACID, CAP gets used a lot but not
always correctly.
Chapter 12—A Data Architecture Sampler
The goal here is to cover a sampling of the architectural com
ponents that are often used to build data stores. The DBRE will
work with all of these. In the old days the DBA would focus on
the database; now, with all the components involved, the DBRE
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has to be involved with a much more diverse set of components.
First up is the frontend data store. I started to read about this and
was confused. This sounds like the OLTP database that has al
ways been referred to as the “backend” in my time. The authors
refer to this as “frontend” because it must always be available or
the application stops working. Next is the data access layer
(DAL), which abstracts the data store complexity from those
writing the applications by providing references to stored proce
dures and queries. Data access objects (DAOs) are an example of
a DAL that maps application calls to the database. Another ex
ample is the object-relational mapper (ORM), and we are re
minded that the authors don’t like ORMs for any number of
reasons, but they do provide caching and auditing. The database
proxy sits between the application servers and the frontend data
stores to distribute requests to the database servers. An interest
ing note from this section is that proxies support scalability, as
suming the business makes enough money to pay for all the
replicas.
Event and message systems support all the actions that may
be needed after a transaction has been recorded in the primary
data store. This includes moving data to replica data stores, for
example. Caches and memory stores provide much faster access
to data compared to disk.
Data architectures that are discussed include Lambda and
Kappa. I had not heard of either. Lambda is an architecture for
big data. Kappa is a response pattern that eliminates the batch
processing layer of Lambda. Much more detail is shown for both
of these. There are also sections on event sourcing and com
mand-query-responsibility segregation (CQRS). So many new
things that I haven’t seen in my world.
Chapter 13—Making the Case for DBRE
Time for a summary of where we’ve been. The landscape of
database engineering is shifting, and what was seen as a DBA
role has become the DBRE, covering many operational and soft
ware development roles. The reason to focus on reliability is that
the database cannot have any risk or chaos. The DBRE must
work with virtualization, infrastructure as code, containers, dis
tributed systems, and serverless computing to reduce risk as
much as possible. I have noted that a lot of what I learned was
new to me, and the authors offer that a lot of what they have writ
ten is still aspirational. I take this to mean we should be moving
toward this more-perfect world, but we have a long way to go.
To move further along to this better world, specific recom
mendations are made, including blameless post-mortems when
things go wrong, automating repetitive work, and rational deci
sion making. I agree with all of these, but, again, I haven’t seen
any of this on the job.
Conclusion
I want to conclude with two observations: First, the world
described in this book is not the world I work in. Second, Oracle
is only mentioned a few times, and only in a historical context.
Observation #1. The world I learned about in this book has
large datasets that are highly distributed across many hosts.
People supporting this world can “spin up” a new environment
in minutes—sometimes seconds. New environments automati
cally report themselves to the global monitoring system. Every
one who writes code is trained and familiar with data store
(database) support issues. All configurations are stored in one
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central, universal version control system. All changes are re
corded in this same VCS. There are resources to gather and
process metrics on all systems, so that predictive analysis can be
performed.
I have not experienced this world, as inviting as it sounds.
This is not a criticism in any way. I fully embrace the fact that I
am a dinosaur; my first computer experience was with punch
cards in a basement far, far away. I am not saying that the author’s
world isn’t a better world, and I’m not saying that world doesn’t
exist. In fact, I hope it does, and I hope everyone moves to that
world soon.
In my world, I can’t spin up anything without weeks of coor
dination and planning to implement each supported customer’s
seemingly random customizations. Recently, it took over 20
minutes to start one process of one such customer system. Just to
restart this process for the quarterly security patching will take
more than an hour of downtime over the next year. How does
that fit with the expectation of five nines (99.999%) service avail
ability? I routinely have to manually edit the same file across
multiple hosts, a process that is tedious and error prone.
Given this, my observation becomes a question, a question
that I encourage anyone involved with IT support to ask them
selves. Given that my very different world appears to exist in
parallel with the author’s world, how long will both worlds sur
vive? Should anyone in my world be actively planning to find
and weasel their way into a newer, better world as described
herein? Yes, weaseling is big in my world.
Observation #2. Oracle is rarely mentioned in this book, and
when it is, it’s like someone describing the discovery of electric
ity in Victorian times. Yes, it happened and we know about it, but
it isn’t relevant. When there is a table comparing features of
multiple data stores, many vendors are included, but not Oracle.
I’m not offended, and I’m not defensive. I’m encouraging anyone
who supports Oracle to read this book and consider carefully
where they think their career will be in five to ten years. Will
Oracle be included as a relevant player in the author’s future
publications? I’m asking you to think about this carefully. As a
dinosaur I’ve seen very large organizations rise up to dominate
the landscape and then disappear without a trace. I doubt most
people working at Facebook HQ know what went on there, back
in the dim times.
I am glad I read this book, and I would encourage anyone
whose work touches a data store to do the same and give my two
observations some thought. Meanwhile, I’m back to Jurassic
World; it seems that some of our valued customers and their
customized environments continue to survive.
Brian Hitchcock works for Oracle Corporation where he has been
supporting Fusion Middleware since 2013. Before that, he supported Fusion Applications and the Federal OnDemand group. He
was with Sun Microsystems for 15 years (before it was acquired by
Oracle Corporation) where he supported Oracle databases and
Oracle Applications. His contact information and all his book reviews and presentations are available at www.brianhitchcock.
net/oracle-dbafmw/. The statements and opinions expressed here
are the author’s and do not necessarily represent those of Oracle
Corporation.
Copyright © 2018, Brian Hitchcock
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or most Oracle DBAs, administrators, and engineers,
software asset management (SAM) tends to be an
amorphous concept from another realm. The fact of the
matter is that in most organizations such administra
tors and technical personnel can, and often do, play a crucial role
in the organization’s management of its Oracle software assets.
While mature IT departments may have a formally defined SAM
function, in my experience across companies of all sizes, formal
SAM functions all too often do not formally exist. DBAs and
applications administrators end up being relied upon to provide
crucial assistance to the organization in helping with important
activity around software asset management for Oracle.
The general topic of software asset management can easily
consume several NoCOUG Journal articles and still leave plenty
to talk about. In this article, I will present a high-level discussion
focused on Oracle SAM specifically for readers coming from
DBA, DevOps, application administration, and developer roles. I
will provide a general introduction to SAM and its importance,
important concepts, and considerations for SAM for Oracle pro
grams.
What Is SAM?
Here are two popular definitions of SAM:
➤

According to the Information Technology Infrastructure
Library (ITIL):
Software Asset Management (SAM) is all of the infrastruc
ture and processes necessary for the effective manage
ment, control, and protection of the software assets within
an organization throughout all stages of their lifecycle.

➤

According to the International Association of IT Asset
Managers (IAITAM):
[SAM is] the practice of integrating people, processes, and
technology to allow software licenses and usage to be sys
tematically tracked, evaluated and managed. The goal of
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Software Asset Management is to reduce IT expenditures,
human resource overhead, and compliance risks that are
inherent in owning and managing software assets.
The key point to keep in mind is that effective SAM is a com
bination of people, processes, and tools. Additionally, SAM is a
subset of the broader topic of IT asset management (ITAM).
ITAM would include software and hardware asset management.
Before moving ahead, it’s worth noting the relationship be
tween SAM and software license compliance. It’s best to think of
software license compliance as a subset of SAM. When we talk
about license compliance, we are essentially focusing on the as
pect of reconciling usage of software licenses (the deployed
quantities) against the number of licenses owned by an organiza
tion. From an Oracle customer’s perspective, software license
compliance can be a key driver of SAM. In fact, for every client I
have assisted with Oracle license management and procurement,
Oracle license compliance was a key, if not the primary, driver for
SAM. Oracle shops with weak or non-existent Oracle SAM run
two very material risks:
1. License non-compliance. The organization’s use of Oracle
software may exceed its license grant (for example, de
ploying Oracle Database on more processors than li
censed), may not have licenses at all (common with Oracle
Database Options and Packs), or may be violating usage
limitations (for example, Oracle Database Standard Edi
tion Two deployed on a server with four sockets).
2. Overspending on Oracle licenses. A common and expen
sive reality for most Oracle customers is having a large
number of unused Oracle licenses on annual support. This
happens often due to lack of planning prior to procure
ment or changes in business needs.
Without effective Oracle SAM, the above risks can have an
outsized impact on an organization. In fact, in my experience,
Oracle SAM ought to be implemented with pursuit of auditgrade certainty. The cost of Oracle non-compliance is potentially
too big to be taken lightly.
It’s worth mentioning that SAM has many other crucial roles
to play. For example, SAM is playing an increasingly important
role in IT security and data protection. SAM is also crucial in an
era of rapid IT transformation and cloud migration. On that
note, a common misconception these days is that cloud tech
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nologies will obviate the need for SAM. That’s far from true . . .
but we’ll save that discussion for another long article.
Who’s Responsible for Oracle SAM?
Having C-level buy-in is crucial for a SAM program’s success.
From there on, ideally, there should be a dedicated SAM func
tion. Of course, the size of the environment and the overall ma
teriality will drive this. Finally, everyone in an organization’s IT
function should be well versed in at least the basic concepts of
SAM.
In my experience helping companies with Oracle license
management, I have had small clients where the IT manager and
Oracle DBA practically managed Oracle SAM, while my Fortune
500 clients have several people dedicated solely to Oracle SAM.
Unfortunately, I have also had Fortune 500 clients with no SAM
function at all.
Invariably, though, I have seen Oracle DBAs and Oracle ap
plication administrators playing important roles in any Oracle
asset management endeavor, whether it is for compliance man
agement, IT transformation, or Oracle SAM in general.
The Documents That Define Your Relationship with Oracle
I will briefly discuss the important documents that govern
your Oracle relationship. It’s important for the Oracle SAM prac
titioner to have a clear understanding of this, even if the com
pany has a separate contracts and procurement functions to
handle these.
The important documents are as follows:
➤

➤

➤

➤

Oracle Master Agreement (OMA), Oracle License and
Services Agreement (OLSA), Oracle Cloud Services
Agreement (CSA), other Oracle agreements. These
documents are contractually binding. Anything referenced
by these documents, like the Processor Core Factor Table
or the Cloud metrics and service definitions is also con
tractually binding.
Oracle Order Documents (ODs). These define the details
of each purchase and may contain additional terms. These
are also contractually binding.
Oracle Support Policy. This is referenced by your agree
ment(s) and is contractually binding.
Oracle Policies. These include the Licensing Oracle
Software in the Cloud Computing Environment Policy
and Oracle Partitioning Policy. These, and any other poli
cies not referenced by your agreements, are not contractu
ally binding.

Diving into Oracle SAM
Now that we’ve introduced the concept and importance of
Oracle SAM, let’s dive into practical considerations. To limit this
article’s scope, I will focus on the technical aspect of Oracle SAM
and minimize discussions around organization and procedures.
I will split the discussion across Oracle Database, middleware,
and Oracle applications. I will then go over SAM tools for Oracle
asset management.
A general concept to keep in mind is that Oracle SAM has two
important components:
1. Discovery. As the name suggests, “discovery” involves
identifying the presence of the Oracle program compo
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nents. It’s worth remembering that, generally, the mere
presence of Oracle software requires licensing, irrespec
tive of whether it’s actually being used—or even powered
on. Some organizations use SAM tools to detect the pres
ence of Oracle programs; others use spreadsheets to track
what Oracle software is installed on which server. That’s
right—spreadsheets! It is an inadvisable reality.
2. Measurement. Almost universally, merely detecting or
discovering Oracle software on a server is insufficient for
assessing the full licensing requirement. Additional mea
surement steps are typically needed. For example, Oracle
Database Enterprise Edition may be installed on a server,
but additional measurement steps will be needed to iden
tify usage of Options and Management Packs like Diag
nostics and Tuning. Similarly, Siebel may be installed on a
server, but detailed, multistep measurement is needed to
correctly map the users to their licensable modules.
Oracle SAM practitioners that rely on discovery alone and do
not perform the appropriate measurement steps assume a sig
nificant risk of having an incorrect and incomplete picture of
their Oracle licensing requirement. This leads to a license com
pliance risk for typical Oracle customers. For Oracle ULA cus
tomers, this poses a significant risk of lost value and ULA
underperformance, followed by license compliance gaps once
the ULA is over. For customers planning a transformation, like
moving to the cloud, an incomplete SAM picture can adversely
impact the benefits to be gained from the move.
SAM Considerations for the Processor Licensing Metric
One of the most basic measurements relates to gathering nec
essary server model and CPU model details for programs with
Processor metric licensing. Of course, this gets more involved
when we are talking about measuring CPU requirements in
cloud environments or partitioned environments like VMware,
IBM LPARs, Nutanix, and so on. The intersection with hardware
asset management is inevitable.
SAM Considerations for User-Based Licensing Metrics
For metrics like Named User Plus and Application User, the
full user population accessing the Oracle programs needs to be
accounted for. It’s important to keep in mind Oracle’s “multiplex
ing frontend” concept here. This has contractual implications. In
short, Oracle licensing rules state that for user-based licensing,
the full frontend user population needs to be included. For ex
ample, suppose we have an Oracle Database supporting a cus
tomer web portal. If the database is licensed by Processor, the
licensing requirement is simply based on the number and model
of CPUs the database is running on. However, if this deployment
were to be licensed by Named User Plus, then the entire popula
tion of frontend users at the portal will need to be counted, even
if the portal web application is using a single ID to connect to the
Oracle Database.
Oracle Database, Options, and Management Packs
Many valuable and pervasively used options and management
packs ship with the product, and monitoring and detecting usage
is not always easy. In fact, it’s possible for customers to use Diag
nostics Pack, which requires Oracle Database Enterprise Edition,
on an Oracle Standard Edition installation.
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A useful and low-cost starting point is looking at Oracle Data
base Feature Usage Statistics. This is done by querying the dba_
feature_usage_statistics view. Note that while this gives some
good insight, it’s not definitive. Oracle’s own audit script, devel
oped by their License Management Services (LMS), looks at this
view but also looks at several other views as part of the audit
process. Also, while a feature may not be in use currently, and
show up as such, it may have been used in the past. This too
should be monitored, as it will trigger the licensing requirement
as well. Additionally, it’s important to keep in mind that feature
usage needs to be mapped to the licensable product. For exam
ple, the AWR report feature needs to be mapped correctly to
Diagnostics Pack. Where possible, DBAs should consider dis
abling features using the chopt utility (though this is limited in
availability).
Another tool available to DBAs is using Oracle Enterprise
Manager to augment tracking and monitoring. They may also
use it to limit Management Pack access to users, along with help
ing with discovery of databases in the first place.
A common pitfall for Oracle SE, SE1, and SE2 customers is
violating the socket limitations. Unfortunately, there is no easy
fix for this other than coordinating SAM with hardware asset
management and ensuring that the hardware limitations are re
spected. Sometimes it’s the IT infrastructure team that manages
the hardware provisioning, and/or provisioning of the virtual
ized environment. It’s very easy to overlook socket limitations or
inadvertently not consider the CPU and server tracking needed
for Database Enterprise Edition. This problem is common and is
not limited to Database alone.
Oracle Middleware Programs
Oracle’s middleware stack includes programs such as Web
Logic, SOA Suite, Identity Management, Business Intelligence,
and Coherence, among others. The calculations for the predom
inant metrics, Processor and Named User Plus, are as described
above for Database. This includes accounting for frontend user
populations for user-based licensing. As in Database, careful
measurement is a necessary corollary to discovery. Bundling,
included components, and suites add further complications to
measuring middleware programs. More on this shortly.
Some middleware programs have identical downloads and
installation for the different editions. The licensing requirement
can vary depending on the features used. Therefore, correct mea
surement is crucial. WebLogic is an excellent example of this.
The download packages for WebLogic Standard Edition and
WebLogic Enterprise Edition are identical, as is the installation
process. What differentiates the two is the usage of WebLogic
features. Notoriously, customers miss the fact that the clustering
feature in WebLogic requires Enterprise Edition licensing. Access
to and use of the feature is unrestricted. It’s common for Web
Logic Standard Edition customers to configure it for high avail
ability and use the clustering feature, thus triggering the licensing
requirement for WebLogic Enterprise Edition. For the Oracle
SAM practitioner, detecting this is difficult but financially cru
cial, owing to the significant pricing gap between WebLogic
Standard Edition and WebLogic Enterprise Edition. In this ex
ample, use of this feature needs to be confirmed through inquiry
with the administrators and/or through methodical analysis of
the installation configuration files that would indicate use of the
clustering feature. Clearly, it’s very easy to miss this. I have yet to
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have a client that has navigated WebLogic asset management
without trouble. This is just one example of why measurement is
important for Oracle middleware programs.
The other challenge around middleware programs is their
tendency to bundle different licensable features in different
product offerings. For example, Oracle Access Manager is a
standalone, licensable program. However, Access Manager is also
bundled with several other programs as either a full-use compo
nent or a restricted-use component. These include Identity and
Access Management Suite and WebCenter Portal, among others.
If an Oracle SAM practitioner discovers Access Manager on a
machine, should the licensing need be assessed for Access Man
ager, Identity and Access Management Suite, WebCenter Portal,
or something else? What would be the most efficient and benefi
cial way of counting this for the organization?
There are several other challenges to effective Oracle SAM for
Oracle middleware programs that are beyond the scope of this
article. The key point is that while technical tools may help with
discovery of Oracle programs, human involvement is crucial in
aligning the license allocations.
Oracle Applications
For most companies, popular Oracle applications include
E-Business Suite, PeopleSoft, Hyperion, Siebel, and JD Edwards.
Given the importance of application deployments, they tend to
be highly visible and well known. In other words, the likelihood
of an Oracle SAM expert being unaware of the existence of a JDE
or PeopleSoft deployment is low, so discovery of Oracle Applica
tions is typically reliably done. However, accurate measurement
is crucial, with unique complicating factors making that difficult.
First, the variety of licensing metrics can be confusing. There
are metrics based on users and metrics based on company reve
nue, the number of transactions, and so on. It’s crucial for the
Oracle SAM expert to fully understand the Oracle contracts.
User-based licensing is the most common. In some cases, user
reports can be generated easily, for example in Hyperion systems.
In others, like Siebel, the user report is only a first step before a
complex set of analyses to accurately determine the user-licens
ing requirement. In short, you need to map Siebel users to their
respective responsibilities, then map their responsibilities to the
corresponding application views, and then map the views to the
licensable Siebel module. Along they way, you need to resolve
duplicate mappings and custom views. Seems simple, right?
Second, there is often module- or functionality related licens
ing. Determining which users have access to which modules and
functionalities can be difficult, but it is crucial for effective
Oracle SAM. Continuing with the Siebel example, some users
may have access to the Order Management module, some to
Asset Management, and several may have access to both. Unfor
tunately, it’s very common for Siebel administrators to overprovi
sion module access for convenience. It’s common to end up with
users having access to many modules that they don’t really need.
These will nonetheless require the corresponding Siebel module
licenses. It’s worth mentioning that in Oracle, merely having ac
cess to a module or feature will trigger the licensing requirement
for users—irrespective of whether they have ever touched the
feature.
Third, Oracle Database and middleware that are typically in
cluded with the applications products can cause serious compli
ance problems. For example, E-Business Suite includes usage
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rights for Oracle Database Enterprise Edition and WebLogic
Server. However, any modifications to applications beyond very
basic design will trigger full licensing requirement for the Data
base Enterprise Edition and WebLogic Enterprise Edition. Few
customers understand this, and too many are caught by surprise
when, due to such modifications, the Oracle license auditors
quote them a large compliance finding. I am not aware of any
convenient, automated way of monitoring this. The Oracle SAM
practitioner must inquire with the EBS administrators, run the
necessary queries, and correctly analyze outputs to accurately
determine licensing requirement for EBS, its modules, and the
underlying Oracle Database and middleware, if needed.
Software Asset Management Tools
A crucial component of any SAM endeavor is the correct selection and deployment of SAM tools. Typically, these tools cover
SAM for many vendors, with varying degrees of quality and
coverage across the different software vendors. The leading SAM
tools commonly cover software from Microsoft, IBM, Oracle,
and a host of other vendors.
Some of the popular SAM solutions currently include Snow
Software, Flexera, ServiceNow, BMC, Microsoft SCCM, Eracent,
Aspera, Certero, and Micro Focus/HPE Universal Discovery.
Some of the SAM tools like Snow Software and Flexera can
perform comprehensive, detailed Oracle Database measurement
that covers Options and Packs. Some are capable of identifying
Enterprise Edition feature usage in WebLogic as well. A compre
hensive discussion around the capabilities is beyond the scope
for now. That said, it’s important to note that I am not aware of
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any SAM tools that can outright perform full Oracle SAM assess
ment. Extensive involvement by Oracle SAM experts is always
needed, especially when talking about Oracle licensing rules—
which none of the tools can apply. SAM for Oracle Applications
is also inadequately covered.
Finally, it’s important to note that SAM tools are just one
component of effective software asset management, and their
success depends more on correct deployment than on the bells
and whistles and fancy dashboards many include.
DBAs and Administrators: On the Front Line of Oracle
SAM.
Whether it’s managing deployment quantities, optimizing li
cense usage, or assisting with license audit data gathering, the
involvement of Oracle administrative and technical personnel is
always key. Even in organizations without formal SAM functions,
technical members who are well trained and informed in Oracle
SAM and licensing can, and often do, play a crucial role in help
ing a company maximize its return on Oracle investment. s
Mohammad Inamullah is the principal at Redwood Compliance
in Palo Alto, California. He can be reached at mohammad@redwoodcompliance.com.
© 2018 Mohammad Inamullah
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his article could be obsolete by the time you read it.
When I put pen to paper in November 2017, I was
watching a livestream of re:Invent, Amazon’s annual
cloud computing conference, from the Amazon Web
Services Loft in San Francisco. (The Loft offers free coworking
space, training, and advice.) AWS CEO Andy Jassy had just an
nounced a “serverless” MySQL-compatible database. You no
longer specify how many processors or how much disk space;
the system scales on demand, “behind the scenes . . . , with new
resources coming online within 5 seconds. . . . Billing is based on
[units] of compute power and memory. It is metered in 1-second
increments . . .”
Such “serverless” initiatives are rapidly changing the way we
think about computer infrastructure. Setting up and maintaining
database servers—even virtual, cloud-based ones—could soon be
unnecessary. Why keep reading, then? Because infrastructure as
code is an intermediate step. The practices taught in this article
are a major improvement over manual methods for provisioning
and maintaining cloud servers while we still have to do so.
What Database Professionals Already Know: Imperative
Versus Declarative
You can either tell a dumb system exactly how to do some
thing or tell an intelligent system what result you want and let it
work out the details. The former approach is imperative and the
latter is declarative.
Imagine that a credit union wants to credit a 1% end-of-year
dividend to all accounts with positive balances. Working in an
imperative language like C, Java, or Python, your developer col
leagues would probably code a loop, checking and crediting the
accounts one by one. The algorithm, in pseudocode, might be
loop over accounts:
with current account:
		 if balance > 0 then:
			 set balance to balance + (balance * 0.01)

You, as a database professional, would write a single SQL
statement:
update account
set balance = balance + (balance * 0.01)
where balance > 0;

(For the sake of simplicity, let us ignore number representa
tion pitfalls like rounding and overflow.)
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Thanks to your SQL expertise, you already know declarative
programming! Infrastructure as code lends itself to the declara
tive approach. The major benefit, in this context, is that the same
syntax serves to create and modify resources. This article intro
duces a declarative infrastructure-as-code framework.
In an imperative system, you would have to use two different
commands to create and later resize a disk volume:
create volume size=200
[...]
modify volume id=vol-12345 size=400

Notice also the extra parameter in the second command. The
disk creation command returns a volume number, which you
must keep track of and furnish to the modification command.
That is a “physical identifier”: a unique, meaningless value, set
by the system.
In a declarative system, you could start with a declaration
and just edit it later:
volume: {
'name': 'my-disk',
'size': 200400
}

You must give the disk a name even before it is created. This
is a “logical identifier”: a unique, meaningful value, set by a user.
As with imperative and declarative programming, physical
and logical identifiers have database analogues. You are, no
doubt, familiar with the surrogate-versus-natural-key debate.
Surrogate keys are like physical identifiers, and natural keys are
like logical ones.
Side Note: Just How Declarative Is SQL?
SQL’s data manipulation language (DML) is mostly declara
tive, with the update statement as a shining example. Messy state
ments like alter table make SQL’s data definition language (DDL)
mostly imperative. The standard does include some declarative
DDL constructs, though. The familiar check constraint is de
clarative, but have you heard of assertions? An assertion is like a
check constraint on steroids. It can examine more than one row
in a table, as well as rows in more than one table. The first com
mercial vendor or open-source project to implement SQL asser
tions will make millions of lines of trigger code redundant
overnight. Declarative constructs mean less work!
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AWS with CloudFormation
There are many cloud vendors, and each supports different
methods for creating and modifying infrastructure.
AWS is the vendor I’ve chosen to write about, and Cloud
Formation is the particular infrastructure-as-code framework.
As a native AWS offering, CloudFormation supports the widest
range of AWS services, resource types, and properties. For learn
ing purposes, CloudFormation is ideal because AWS provides
browser-based tools for editing and visualizing templates.
Numerous sample templates can be found online. The newer
YAML (Yet Another Markup Language) syntax is easy to read,
and existing JSON (JavaScript Object Notation) templates can be
converted automatically.
Optional Tools to Complement CloudFormation
Before you begin your journey, it is important to recognize
the difference between CloudFormation templates and stacks.
A “template” is just a text file. At first, it is stored outside Cloud
Formation—on your laptop, in a cloud storage system, or
perhaps on a web server, for public access. When you tell Cloud
Formation to create the resources defined in the template, you
get a “stack.” CloudFormation keeps its own copy of the template.
If you update CloudFormation’s copy, your stack is modified, but
the original template on your laptop is not. If, on the other hand,
you update the template on your laptop, CloudFormation’s copy
is not updated. If you use the same template to create a test stack
and then a production stack (separating test systems from pro
duction ones is a common organizing principle), CloudFormation
keeps two separate copies of the template, with potential for di
vergence.
A “source code control” system like Git is useful for storing
and maintaining a template source. In a medium-to-large cloud
environment, an “orchestration” system like Salt, Chef, or Terra
form can automatically update multiple stacks when a template
source is updated. If you use unmanaged cloud servers, a “con
figuration management” system like Salt, Chef, or Ansible can
also install and maintain operating system and application soft
ware on the servers—an area in which CloudFormation is,
frankly, deficient.
Yet Another Markup Language (YAML)
I recommend writing CloudFormation templates in YAML.
YAML is easier to read than JSON, and YAML supports com
ments.
Indentation matters in this simple, line-oriented language. To
indent, I use two spaces, but if the Netflix show “Silicon Valley”
is to be believed, the choice between spaces and tabs can break
up relationships! In a similar vein, some companies where I have
worked insisted on four spaces instead of two, although they
were not willing to invest in wider monitors.
YAML is organized around keys and values. A colon separates
each key from its value. The value may appear on the same line
as the key or on the next line, with appropriate indentation. The
value might be
➤

➤
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A singleton. Use quotes if it contains spaces, punctuation,
or special characters.
A list. Each item occupies its own line or lines. Indent, put
a hyphen, and then put the item. (Square brackets and
commas can be used to build an in-line list.)

➤

A key-value dictionary. Each key occupies its own line.
Indent, put the key, put a colon, and then put the value.
(Curly braces, colons, and commas can be used to build an
in-line dictionary.)

Anatomy of a CloudFormation Template
Some years ago, I took time out of my tech career to become
a public school teacher. Upon returning to the tech industry, I
realized that much of the training in our conference sessions and
workshops is passive. The PowerPoint presentation tells us every
detail. It is long and boring, and we do not necessarily learn from
it.
There is no substitute for actively processing new material.
Short, carefully chosen excerpts of a CloudFormation template
follow, with explanatory text after each. Please read an excerpt
several times before reading its explanation. Circle or highlight
any parts that do not make sense. Have questions in mind before
you read the explanation. Go back over the excerpt and resolve
any doubts. Internalizing the details might seem frustrating at
first, but the process will not be boring, and you will learn
CloudFormation much more quickly by reading brief code
samples than by reading long explanations.
--AWSTemplateFormatVersion: “2010-09-09”
Description: “Managed Oracle database server example”

Any YAML file should begin with three hyphens. You must
select a CloudFormation syntax revision. At press time, “201009-09” was the current value. Syntax changes are infrequent.
CloudFormation can display an optional description when a user
creates a new stack or views an existing stack.
Parameters:
DbEngine:
Type: String
Description: "AWS Relational Database Service engine name"
Default: "oracle-se2"
DbPort:
Type: Number
Description: "TCP port for database traffic"
Default: 1521
VpcId:
Type: "AWS::EC2::VPC::Id"
Description: "Generally, select default VPC"

To make your template reusable you can define parameters,
which the user can set when creating a stack. Each parameter
must have a name, which can be referenced elsewhere in the
template and is also displayed to the user at stack-creation time.
The data type is also required. CloudFormation supports generic
types, such as String and Number, as well as AWS-specific types.
“AWS::EC2::VPC::Id”, for example, lets a user choose a Virtual
Private Cloud from a pop-up menu, instead of having to type the
network’s physical identifier. An AWS Virtual Private Cloud is,
fundamentally, a block of IP addresses.
You may specify default values for the convenience of tem
plate users. CloudFormation supports parameter validation
rules, such as minima and maxima for numbers, and regular
expressions for text, but validation is beyond the scope of this
article.
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CloudFormation displays parameters in alphabetical order.
You can override the default display order, and even create
groups so that, for example, the minimum and maximum pa
rameters defining a range will be shown together. That is the
purpose of the Metadata template section, also beyond the scope
of this article.
Resources:
DbServerGenExVpcSecGrp:
Type: “AWS::EC2::SecurityGroup”
DeletionPolicy: Delete
Properties:
[...]
SecurityGroupIngress:
- # General access from 1 public IP addr to database
IpProtocol: tcp
FromPort: !Ref DbPort
ToPort: !Ref DbPort
CidrIp: !Sub “${DbClientIpV4Addr}/32”
Tags:
- { Key: Service, Value: Database }
- { Key: Use, Value: General }

The purpose of a CloudFormation template is to declare cloud
resources; the resource section is the “meat.” To begin, I have
excerpted the declaration of a single, moderately complex re
source. It demonstrates YAML syntax, CloudFormation features,
and AWS features. The chosen resource is a Security Group, the
AWS term for a set of network firewall rules. This Security Group
is for database traffic from outside the Virtual Private Cloud. In
other words, it will allow clients from a particular public IP ad
dress to connect to the database server on a particular port.
At the YAML level, indentation, quoting, lists, dictionaries,
and comments are evident.
At the CloudFormation level, each cloud resource must be
given a logical name, which can be referenced in subsequent re
source declarations. You might need separate Security Groups
for replication, reporting, and other purposes, hence my use of
Gen to signify that this first group is general purpose.
CloudFormation deletes resources when you delete a stack,
unless the resource declaration specifies a different retention
policy. Even when I want the default behavior, I state the reten
tion policy explicitly to make template users aware of what will
happen when they delete the stack.
CloudFormation supports some built-in functions. !Ref re
turns the value of a single parameter. !Sub substitutes values for
parameters inside a string. If you guessed that DbClientIpV4Addr
must be a parameter, defined like any other, earlier in the tem
plate, then you were right. Appending /32 transforms a single,
familiar IP address that a template user understands into nota
tion that a firewall can understand.
At the AWS level, each resource type has certain required and
optional properties. A Security Group usually has one or more
rules for inbound network traffic. Here, there is just one rule, so
the ingress property happens be a list with just one item. As with
all YAML lists, a hyphen marks the start of a list item. Here, the
item is a dictionary, with one key-value pair per line. The com
ment is optional; you could put the first dictionary key in its place.
The Tags property is a list of dictionaries. Compact, in-line
dictionaries work well here. Tags are optional, user-defined labels
in AWS. Immediately useful for grouping related resources and
segregating billing data, tag values can also trigger particular se
curity policies, but I will leave advanced AWS tagging for a future
article.
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DbParamGrp:
Type: “AWS::RDS::DBParameterGroup”
DeletionPolicy: Delete
Properties:
[...]
DbInst:
Type: “AWS::RDS::DBInstance”
DeletionPolicy: Delete # Retain, for production
Properties:
[...]
DBParameterGroupName: !Ref DbParamGrp
[...]

Continuing with resources, this excerpt declares a Database
Parameter Group, which is essentially a configuration file for the
database server. The Parameter Group is referenced by name
when the database is declared. Did you notice that the !Ref
CloudFormation built-in can, in addition to referencing param
eters, also reference a resource by its logical name?
Prerequisites for a Managed Oracle Database Server on AWS
Now that you are familiar with the contents of a Cloud
Formation template, you can use the sample template that ac
companies this article to create a managed Oracle database in
AWS.
To access the sample template:
1. Open github.com/sqlxpert/infra-as-code-aws-nocougjournal in your web browser.
2. Select “Download ZIP” from the green “Clone or down
load” pop-up menu on the right side of the window.
3. Find and decompress the file; then open the cloudformation subdirectory.
An AWS Relational Database Service (RDS) Oracle database
depends on other AWS resources. The sample template will cre
ate (or reference) them for you, based on the information you
provide during stack creation.
➤

➤

➤

➤

➤

Virtual Private Cloud. This is fundamentally a block of IP
addresses. You will choose your default VPC from a popup menu.
Database Subnet Group. This determines the Availability
Zones in which a database instance can be created. Every
AWS Region includes several such zones, to provide a
certain degree of redundancy. Each zone corresponds to a
subnet. You will choose any two different zones in your
default VPC, from pop-up menus.
Security Group. This is a set of firewall rules determining
the allowable sources, destinations, and port numbers for
network traffic.
Database Option Group. This determines which optional
Oracle features are enabled. The sample template creates a
copy of the default Option Group.
Database Parameter Group. This is essentially a configu
ration file for the database server. The sample template
creates a copy of the default Parameter Group.

An RDS database instance has many properties. The most im
portant ones are as follows:
➤ DBInstanceClass. This determines the amount of memo
ry and number of virtual CPUs. The sample template
specifies db.t2.medium, which provides 4 GB of RAM
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and partial use of two virtual CPUs. This is the minimum
for encryption at rest.
➤

➤

➤

➤

➤

➤

➤

➤

AllocatedStorage. The sample template specifies the
practical minimum of 20 GB.
StorageType. This determines whether solid state or hard
disk storage is used. The sample template specifies gp2
general-purpose SSD, which is suitable for most applica
tions.
StorageEncrypted. This determines whether to encrypt
data at rest. This should be enabled.
Engine. This specifies which RDS-supported database
engine to use. The sample template defaults to Oracle
Standard Edition Two.
EngineVersion. This specifies which major version to use.
The sample template defaults to 12.1, and AWS auto
matically selects the latest RDS-supported minor version
(12.1.0.2.v12 at press time).
LicenseModel. For a commercial product such as Oracle,
this specifies whether you already own a license or will
pay as you go through AWS. The sample template specifies
license-included, meaning that a license charge will be in
cluded in the hourly price of the database instance. If you
intend to use your own Oracle license in the cloud, please
first consult Mohammad Inamullah’s articles in past edi
tions of the NoCOUG Journal.
MultiAZ. This specifies whether a redundant database
instance should be provisioned in a second Availability
Zone. The sample template specifies a SingleAZ configu
ration. This reduces costs but slows maintenance and re
duces redundancy. Most production applications call for
MultiAZ.
BackupRetentionPeriod. This specifies the number of
days that an automatic daily snapshot will be kept. The
sample template specifies 1 day. With retention based
strictly on age and capped at 31 days, automated RDS
snapshots are not a substitute for a comprehensive backup
schedule and backup retention policy. Please see my
TagSchedOps project at github.com/sqlxpert/aws-tagsched-ops for more flexible backup scheduling.

Opening CloudFormation Designer and Creating a Stack
You will work from CloudFormation Designer in the AWS
Web Console. To access it:
1. Log in to the AWS Console. The chosen user must possess
privileges for CloudFormation and for RDS resource cre
ation, modification, and deletion. Because this privilege
level is quite high, I recommend starting with a new AWS
account number, one that is not used for production. Any
one can sign up for an account at aws.amazon.com/free.
2. In the “AWS services” box, start typing CloudFormation;
then click when the auto-complete feature kicks in.
3. In the CloudFormation Console, click the blue “Create
Stack” button.
4. Click “Choose file.” Navigate to 0-aws-rds-oracle-all-inone.yaml on your local system; then click the “Open” but
ton.
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5. Click the blue “Next” button.
6. Scroll all the way down and click the white “Previous” but
ton.
7. Notice that “No file chosen” appears, and an Amazon S3
template URL has been filled in instead. The template has
been uploaded.
8. Click the “View/Edit template in Designer” link.
9. Examine the diagram at the top and the template text at
the bottom.
10. Click the checkmark icon in the grey bar near the top of
the window. This will validate the template.
11. Click the cloud icon in the grey bar to leave CloudFormation
Designer. You are almost ready to create a stack.
12. Click the blue “Next” button again.
13. Fill in the details. Accept the default values, except for:
• Stack name: Enter whatever name you like for this tem
porary stack.
• DbClientIpV4Addr: Enter the public IP address
from which you will connect. (Oracle-compatible
client software should already be installed.)You can
determine your actual public IP address by accessing
whatismyipaddress.com from a web browser on
your client system. On a Linux ser ver, tr y curl
‘https://whatismyipaddress.com/’ in the absence of a
graphical browser.
• DbMasterUserPassword: Enter a password for the mas
ter database user.
• DbSubnet1Id, DbSubnet2Id: Select any two different
subnets in your default VPC, using the pop-up menus.
• VpcId: Select your default VPC, using the pop-up menu.
14. Click the blue “Next” button.
15. There is no need to fill in anything on the Options page.
Click the blue “Next” button.
16. Review the details. If you would like a cost estimate, click
the “Cost” link.
17. Click “Create.” It may take as long as 30 minutes before
your database is ready to use.
Connecting to Your Cloud Database
1. Open the Services drop-down menu on the black bar near
the top of the AWS Console window.
2. In the “AWS services” box, type RDS; then click.
3. Click “Instances,” on the left.
4. Find your new database instance in the list, and click its
name. The instance name begins with the stack name that
you entered earlier.
5. Scroll down to the Connect section and copy the Endpoint
value, which will be of the form {StackName}-db.
ctvcdjagofyo.us-east-1.rds.amazonaws.com.
6. From your client system, use appropriate software to con
nect to the database. The database username is master.
Use the password that you entered when you created the
continued on page 18
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May the Shard Be
With You
by Mike Shurtz

O

h, how I remember when the first Star Wars movie
came out: all the action and adventure—and, of
course, the lightsabers. Who didn’t want a light
saber? You could slice your way through anything
with it. Well, I never did get one, but what I did get was Share
Plex, and that’s just as good.
But first, before we start swinging our lightsabers around, let’s
talk about sharding.
By definition, sharding is a type of database partitioning that
separates very large data structures into smaller, faster, more eas
ily managed parts called “data shards.” Usually, each shard is on
its own server, which allows for scaling and better performance.
Sharding is really horizontal partitioning of your data by rows
rather than by columns, where each row will go into a shard de
pending on a key value rather than staying in the same database
instance—just like using a lightsaber to slice your data up into
little chunks and spread them out to different locations (shards).
Sharding also uses the shared-nothing architecture, so that each
shard can live totally independently from the others. There is no
need to have shared access to the other shards. How cool is that?
The key (pun intended) that makes everything work is the parti
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tion key. This is usually the primary key of the table, and it’s what
is used to make sure the data goes to the correct node. You can
use the same key on the rows to route to the correct node, or you
can set up your sharding so that a range of values will go to a
shard. At a high level this is how sharding works. This is all based
on the fact that your transactions are all going to a single environ
ment. But, what if you need to replicate the data from your pro
duction database to another environment for reporting, and this
environment has a table that is spread across multiple shards?
Quest’s SharePlex is the solution for this. SharePlex is used for
data replication in a variety of use cases, as shown in the image
below.
For our SharePlex sharding example we will be using the Data
Integration bucket. SharePlex has the ability to partition data
either by columns (vertical partitioning) or by rows (horizontal
partitioning). With horizontal partitioning you can divide the
rows of a table into separate processing streams.
Let’s say we have an Oracle database that has a customer table,
and we want to split it up so that depending on the last name it
will go into one of three different shards in a PostgreSQL data
base.
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Consider an Oracle source table called mike.shard with the
columns and data types you see below.

Use the following commands to define the three partition
schemes:
add partition to schema1 set condition = ‘LNAME<’J%’’ and route = postgres1@r.splexdb
add partition to schema1 set condition = ‘LNAME between ’J% and S%’’ and route =
postgres2@r.splexdb
add partition to schema1 set condition = ‘LNAME>’S%’’ and route = postgres3@r.splexdb

Use the following command to verify the production schemes:
view partitions all

Our target tables are all in three different PostgreSQL data
bases and have the same table name and structure, but here they
are owned by the splex schema.

Specify partition schemes in the configuration file
To direct SharePlex to use a specific partition scheme for a
source table, you specify the partition scheme as the routing map
in the configuration file. SharePlex obeys the specifications of the
partition scheme to process the row subsets. You can see in our
configuration file below how this is set up.
Datasource:o.ORCL
#source tables target tables
Mike.shard
splex.shard

routing map
!schema1

Once those steps are completed, everything else works the
same. Just activate your configuration file and off you go. You
now have your own SharePlex lightsaber and are slicing your
data like a true Jedi Knight—or, in this case, a SharePlex Knight.
And of course, may the shard be with you. s
Mike Shurtz is a solution engineer for Quest SharePlex and has
over 15 years as an Oracle DBA for multinational financial institutions.
© 2018 Mike Shurtz

To set up horizontal partitioning you first need to do a few
basic steps.
Define your partition schemes
A partition scheme is a logical container for related row parti
tions and is the element that is used in the configuration file to
direct SharePlex to use horizontal partitioning. It’s in the par
tition scheme that we set up the condition for splitting up our
data. In our example we will have three partitions in schema1,
each one will be based on the condition we set—based on the
LNAME—and will then be directed to postgres1, postgres2 or
postgres3.

continued from page 16
stack. Reference the Endpoint value that you copied. The
port is 1521, unless you changed it when creating the
stack. The database name is ORCL.
Cleaning Up
To minimize AWS charges, use the CloudFormation Console
to delete the stack as soon as possible.
For Further Information
➤ CloudFormation documentation: docs.aws.amazon.com/
AWSCloudFormation/latest/UserGuide/Welcome.html

➤

➤
➤

Relational Database Service (RDS) documentation:
docs.aws.amazon.com/AmazonRDS/latest/UserGuide/
Welcome.html
AWS Pop-Up Loft: aws.amazon.com/start-ups/loft/sf-loft
Watch for future NoCOUG Journal articles covering
CloudFormation ChangeSets and other advanced topics.

Dedication
This article is dedicated to my father, who passed away Feb
ruary 1, 2018. He was a teacher and a lover of technology. s
Paul Marcelin can be reached at marcelin@alumni.cmu.edu.
© 2018 Paul Marcelin
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Kafka: The Definitive Guide
Designing and Operating Resilient Database Systems
by Neha Narkhede, Gwen Shapira and Todd Palino
This is an extract from the book Kafka: The Definitive Guide:
Real-Time Data and Stream Processing at Scale by Neha Narkhede,
Gwen Shapira, and Todd Palino, O’Reilly Media, November 23,
2017, ISBN 978-1491936160. Reprinted with permission.
Meet Kafka
Every enterprise is powered by data. We take information in,
analyze it, manipulate it, and create more as output. Every appli
cation creates data, whether it is log messages, metrics, user ac
tivity, outgoing messages, or something else. Every byte of data
has a story to tell, something of importance that will inform the
next thing to be done. In order to know what that is, we need to
get the data from where it is created to where it can be analyzed.
We see this every day on websites like Amazon, where our clicks
on items of interest to us are turned into recommendations that
are shown to us a little later.
The faster we can do this, the more agile and responsive our
organizations can be. The less effort we spend on moving data
around, the more we can focus on the core business at hand. This
is why the pipeline is a critical component in the data-driven
enterprise. How we move the data becomes nearly as important
as the data itself.
Any time scientists disagree, it’s because we have insuffi
cient data. Then we can agree on what kind of data to get;
we get the data; and the data solves the problem. Either I’m
right, or you’re right, or we’re both wrong. And we move on.
—Neil deGrasse Tyson
Publish/Subscribe Messaging
Before discussing the specifics of Apache Kafka, it is impor
tant for us to understand the concept of publish/subscribe mes
saging and why it is important. Publish/subscribe messaging is a
pattern that is characterized by the sender (publisher) of a piece
of data (message) not specifically directing it to a receiver. In
stead, the publisher classifies the message somehow, and that
receiver (subscriber) subscribes to receive certain classes of mes
sages. Pub/sub systems often have a broker, a central point where
messages are published, to facilitate this.

How It Starts
Many use cases for publish/subscribe start out the same way:
with a simple message queue or interprocess communication
channel. For example, you create an application that needs to
send monitoring information somewhere, so you write in a di
rect connection from your application to an app that displays
your metrics on a dashboard, and push metrics over that connec
tion, as seen in Figure 1-1.

Figure 1-1. A single, direct metrics publisher
This is a simple solution to a simple problem that works when
you are getting started with monitoring. Before long, you decide
you would like to analyze your metrics over a longer term, and
that doesn’t work well in the dashboard. You start a new service
that can receive metrics, store them, and analyze them. In order
to support this, you modify your application to write metrics to
both systems. By now you have three more applications that are
generating metrics, and they all make the same connections to
these two services. Your coworker thinks it would be a good idea
to do active polling of the services for alerting as well, so you add
a server on each of the applications to provide metrics on re
quest. After a while, you have more applications that are using
those servers to get individual metrics and use them for various
purposes. This architecture can look much like Figure 1-2, with
connections that are even harder to trace.

“Publish/subscribe messaging is a pattern that is characterized by the sender
(publisher) of a piece of data (message) not specifically directing it to a receiver.
Instead, the publisher classifies the message somehow, and that receiver (sub
scriber) subscribes to receive certain classes of messages. Pub/sub systems often
have a broker, a central point where messages are published, to facilitate this.
The NoCOUG Journal
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“Kafka is often described as a ‘distributed commit log’ or more recently as a
‘distributing streaming platform.’ A filesystem or database commit log is
designed to provide a durable record of all transactions so that they can be
replayed to consistently build the state of a system.”
This is certainly a lot better than utilizing point-to-point con
nections (as in Figure 1-2), but there is a lot of duplication. Your
company is maintaining multiple systems for queuing data, all of
which have their own individual bugs and limitations.
You also know that there will be more use cases for messaging
coming soon. What you would like to have is a single centralized
system that allows for publishing generic types of data, which
will grow as your business grows.
Figure 1-2. Many metrics publishers, using direct connections
The technical debt built up here is obvious, so you decide to
pay some of it back. You set up a single application that receives
metrics from all the applications out there, and provide a server
to query those metrics for any system that needs them. This re
duces the complexity of the architecture to something similar to
Figure 1-3. Congratulations, you have built a publish-subscribe
messaging system!

Figure 1-3. A metrics publish/subscribe system
Individual Queue Systems
At the same time that you have been waging this war with
metrics, one of your coworkers has been doing similar work with
log messages. Another has been working on tracking user behav
ior on the frontend website and providing that information to
developers who are working on machine learning, as well as
creating some reports for management. You have all followed a
similar path of building out systems that decouple the publishers
of the information from the subscribers to that information.
Figure 1-4 shows such an infrastructure, with three separate pub/
sub systems.

Figure 1-4. Multiple publish/subscribe systems
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Enter Kafka
Apache Kafka is a publish/subscribe messaging system de
signed to solve this problem. It is often described as a “distrib
uted commit log” or more recently as a “distributing streaming
platform.” A filesystem or database commit log is designed to
provide a durable record of all transactions so that they can be
replayed to consistently build the state of a system. Similarly, data
within Kafka is stored durably, in order, and can be read deter
ministically. In addition, the data can be distributed within the
system to provide additional protections against failures, as well
as significant opportunities for scaling performance.
Messages and Batches
The unit of data within Kafka is called a message. If you are
approaching Kafka from a database background, you can think
of this as similar to a row or a record. A message is simply an
array of bytes as far as Kafka is concerned, so the data contained
within it does not have a specific format or meaning to Kafka. A
message can have an optional bit of metadata, which is referred
to as a key. The key is also a byte array and, as with the message,
has no specific meaning to Kafka. Keys are used when messages
are to be written to partitions in a more controlled manner. The
simplest such scheme is to generate a consistent hash of the key,
and then select the partition number for that message by taking
the result of the hash modulo, the total number of partitions in
the topic. This assures that messages with the same key are al
ways written to the same partition. Keys are discussed in more
detail in Chapter 3.
For efficiency, messages are written into Kafka in batches. A
batch is just a collection of messages, all of which are being pro
duced to the same topic and partition. An individual roundtrip
across the network for each message would result in excessive
overhead, and collecting messages together into a batch reduces
this. Of course, this is a tradeoff between latency and through
put: the larger the batches, the more messages that can be han
dled per unit of time, but the longer it takes an individual
message to propagate. Batches are also typically compressed,
providing more efficient data transfer and storage at the cost of
some processing power.
Schemas
While messages are opaque byte arrays to Kafka itself, it is
recommended that additional structure, or schema, be imposed
on the message content so that it can be easily understood. There
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are many options available for message schema, depending on
your application’s individual needs. Simplistic systems, such as
Javascript Object Notation (JSON) and Extensible Markup Lan
guage (XML), are easy to use and human-readable. However,
they lack features such as robust type handling and compatibility
between schema versions. Many Kafka developers favor the use
of Apache Avro, which is a serialization framework originally
developed for Hadoop. Avro provides a compact serialization
format; schemas that are separate from the message payloads and
that do not require code to be generated when they change; and
strong data typing and schema evolution, with both backward
and forward compatibility.
A consistent data format is important in Kafka, as it allows
writing and reading messages to be decoupled. When these tasks
are tightly coupled, applications that subscribe to messages must
be updated to handle the new data format, in parallel with the old
format. Only then can the applications that publish the messages
be updated to utilize the new format. By using well-defined sche
mas and storing them in a common repository, the messages in
Kafka can be understood without coordination. Schemas and
serialization are covered in more detail in Chapter 3.
Topics and Partitions
Messages in Kafka are categorized into topics. The closest
analogies for a topic are a database table or a folder in a filesys
tem. Topics are additionally broken down into a number of partitions. Going back to the “commit log” description, a partition is
a single log. Messages are written to it in an append-only fashion,
and are read in order from beginning to end. Note that as a topic
typically has multiple partitions, there is no guarantee of message
time-ordering across the entire topic, just within a single parti
tion. Figure 1-5 shows a topic with four partitions, with writes
being appended to the end of each one. Partitions are also the
way that Kafka provides redundancy and scalability. Each parti
tion can be hosted on a different server, which means that a sin
gle topic can be scaled horizontally across multiple servers to
provide performance far beyond the ability of a single server.

Figure 1-5. Representation of a topic with multiple partitions
The term stream is often used when discussing data within
systems like Kafka. Most often, a stream is considered to be a
single topic of data, regardless of the number of partitions. This
represents a single stream of data moving from the producers to
the consumers. This way of referring to messages is most com
mon when discussing stream processing, which is when frame
works—some of which are Kafka Streams, Apache Samza, and
Storm—operate on the messages in real time. This method of
operation can be compared to the way offline frameworks,
namely Hadoop, are designed to work on bulk data at a later
time. An overview of stream processing is provided in Chapter
11.
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Producers and Consumers
Kafka clients are users of the system, and there are two basic
types: producers and consumers. There are also advanced client
APIs—Kafka Connect API for data integration and Kafka
Streams for stream processing. The advanced clients use produc
ers and consumers as building blocks and provide higher-level
functionality on top. Producers create new messages. In other
publish/subscribe systems, these may be called publishers or
writers. In general, a message will be produced to a specific topic.
By default, the producer does not care what partition a spe
cific message is written to and will balance messages over all
partitions of a topic evenly. In some cases, the producer will di
rect messages to specific partitions. This is typically done using
the message key and a partitioner that will generate a hash of the
key and map it to a specific partition. This assures that all mes
sages produced with a given key will get written to the same
partition. The producer could also use a custom partitioner that
follows other business rules for mapping messages to partitions.
Producers are covered in more detail in Chapter 3.
Consumers read messages. In other publish/subscribe sys
tems, these clients may be called subscribers or readers. The
consumer subscribes to one or more topics and reads the mes
sages in the order in which they were produced. The consumer
keeps track of which messages it has already consumed by keep
ing track of the offset of messages. The offset is another bit of
metadata—an integer value that continually increases—that
Kafka adds to each message as it is produced. Each message in a
given partition has a unique offset. By storing the offset of the
last consumed message for each partition, either in Zookeeper or
in Kafka itself, a consumer can stop and restart without losing its
place.

“Avro provides a compact
serialization format; schemas that
are separate from the message
payloads and that do not require
code to be generated
when they change; and strong data
typing and schema evolution,
with both backward and forward
compatibility. ”
Consumers work as part of a consumer group, which is one or
more consumers that work together to consume a topic. The
group assures that each partition is only consumed by one mem
ber. In Figure 1-6, there are three consumers in a single group
consuming a topic. Two of the consumers are working from one
partition each, while the third consumer is working from two
partitions. The mapping of a consumer to a partition is often
called ownership of the partition by the consumer.
In this way, consumers can horizontally scale to consume top
ics with a large number of messages. Additionally, if a single
consumer fails, the remaining members of the group will rebal
ance the partitions being consumed to take over for the missing
member. Consumers and consumer groups are discussed in
more detail in Chapter 4.
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Figure 1-6. A consumer group reading from a topic
Brokers and Clusters
A single Kafka server is called a broker. The broker receives
messages from producers, assigns offsets to them, and commits
the messages to storage on disk. It also services consumers, re
sponding to fetch requests for partitions and responding with the
messages that have been committed to disk. Depending on the
specific hardware and its performance characteristics, a single
broker can easily handle thousands of partitions and millions of
messages per second.
Kafka brokers are designed to operate as part of a cluster.
Within a cluster of brokers, one broker will also function as the
cluster controller (elected automatically from the live members of
the cluster). The controller is responsible for administrative op
erations, including assigning partitions to brokers and monitor
ing for broker failures. A partition is owned by a single broker in
the cluster, and that broker is called the leader of the partition. A
partition may be assigned to multiple brokers, which will result
in the partition being replicated (as seen in Figure 1-7). This
provides redundancy of messages in the partition, such that an
other broker can take over leadership if there is a broker failure.
However, all consumers and producers operating on that parti
tion must connect to the leader. Cluster operations, including
partition replication, are covered in detail in Chapter 6.

A key feature of Apache Kafka is that of retention, which is the
durable storage of messages for some period of time. Kafka bro
kers are configured with a default retention setting for topics,
either retaining messages for some period of time (e.g., 7 days)
or until the topic reaches a certain size in bytes (e.g., 1 GB). Once
these limits are reached, messages are expired and deleted so that
the retention configuration is a minimum amount of data avail
able at any time. Individual topics can also be configured with
their own retention settings so that messages are stored for only
as long as they are useful. For example, a tracking topic might be
retained for several days, whereas application metrics might be
retained for only a few hours. Topics can also be configured as log
compacted, which means that Kafka will retain only the last mes
sage produced with a specific key. This can be useful for change
log-type data, where only the last update is interesting.
Multiple Clusters
As Kafka deployments grow, it is often advantageous to have
multiple clusters. There are several reasons why this can be use
ful:
➤

Segregation of types of data

➤

Isolation for security requirements

➤

Multiple datacenters (disaster recovery)

When working with multiple datacenters in particular, it is
often required that messages be copied between them. In this
way, online applications can have access to user activity at both
sites. For example, if a user changes public information in their
profile, that change will need to be visible regardless of the data
center in which search results are displayed. Or, monitoring data
can be collected from many sites into a single central location
where the analysis and alerting systems are hosted. The replica
tion mechanisms within the Kafka clusters are designed only to
work within a single cluster, not between multiple clusters.
The Kafka project includes a tool called MirrorMaker, used
for this purpose. At its core, MirrorMaker is simply a Kafka con
sumer and producer, linked together with a queue. Messages are
consumed from one Kafka cluster and produced for another.
Figure 1-8 shows an example of an architecture that uses
MirrorMaker, aggregating messages from two local clusters into
an aggregate cluster, and then copying that cluster to other data
centers. The simple nature of the application belies its power in
creating sophisticated data pipelines, which will be detailed fur
ther in Chapter 7.

Figure 1-7. Replication of partitions in a cluster

“Messages in Kafka are categorized into topics. The closest analogies for a
topic are a database table or a folder in a filesystem. Topics are additionally
broken down into a number of partitions. Going back to the ‘commit log’
description, a partition is a single log. Messages are written to it in an
append-only fashion, and are read in order from beginning to end.”
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“A single Kafka server is called a broker. The broker receives messages
from producers, assigns offsets to them, and commits the messages to storage
on disk. It also services consumers, responding to fetch requests for partitions
and responding with the messages that have been committed to disk.
Depending on the specific hardware and its performance characteristics,
a single broker can easily handle thousands of partitions and millions
of messages per second.”
selected on a per-topic basis, allowing for different streams of
messages to have different amounts of retention depending on
the consumer needs. Durable retention means that if a consumer
falls behind, either due to slow processing or a burst in traffic,
there is no danger of losing data. It also means that maintenance
can be performed on consumers, taking applications offline for a
short period of time, with no concern about messages backing
up on the producer or getting lost. Consumers can be stopped,
and the messages will be retained in Kafka. This allows them to
restart and pick up processing messages where they left off with
no data loss.

Figure 1-8. Multiple datacenter architecture
Why Kafka?
There are many choices for publish/subscribe messaging sys
tems, so what makes Apache Kafka a good choice?
Multiple Producers
Kafka is able to seamlessly handle multiple producers, wheth
er those clients are using many topics or the same topic. This
makes the system ideal for aggregating data from many frontend
systems and making it consistent. For example, a site that serves
content to users via a number of microservices can have a single
topic for page views that all services can write to using a common
format. Consumer applications can then receive a single stream
of page views for all applications on the site without having to
coordinate consuming from multiple topics, one for each appli
cation.
Multiple Consumers
In addition to multiple producers, Kafka is designed for mul
tiple consumers to read any single stream of messages without
interfering with each other. This is in contrast to many queuing
systems where once a message is consumed by one client, it is not
available to any other. Multiple Kafka consumers can choose to
operate as part of a group and share a stream, assuring that the
entire group processes a given message only once.
Disk-Based Retention
Not only can Kafka handle multiple consumers, but durable
message retention means that consumers do not always need to
work in real time. Messages are committed to disk, and will be
stored with configurable retention rules. These options can be
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Scalable
Kafka’s flexible scalability makes it easy to handle any amount
of data. Users can start with a single broker as a proof of concept,
expand to a small development cluster of three brokers, and
move into production with a larger cluster of tens or even hun
dreds of brokers that grows over time as the data scales up.
Expansions can be performed while the cluster is online, with no
impact on the availability of the system as a whole. This also
means that a cluster of multiple brokers can handle the failure of
an individual broker, and continue servicing clients. Clusters that
need to tolerate more simultaneous failures can be configured
with higher replication factors. Replication is discussed in more
detail in Chapter 6.
High Performance
All of these features come together to make Apache Kafka a
publish/subscribe messaging system with excellent performance
under high load. Producers, consumers, and brokers can all be
scaled out to handle very large message streams with ease. This
can be done while still providing subsecond message latency
from producing a message to availability to consumers.
The Data Ecosystem
Many applications participate in the environments we build
for data processing. We have defined inputs in the form of ap
plications that create data or otherwise introduce it to the system.
We have defined outputs in the form of metrics, reports, and
other data products. We create loops, with some components
reading data from the system, transforming it using data from
other sources, and then introducing it back into the data infra
structure to be used elsewhere. This is done for numerous types
of data, with each having unique qualities of content, size, and
usage.
Apache Kafka provides the circulatory system for the data
ecosystem, as shown in Figure 1-9. It carries messages between
the various members of the infrastructure, providing a consistent
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interface for all clients. When coupled with a system to provide
message schemas, producers and consumers no longer require
tight coupling or direct connections of any sort. Components
can be added and removed as business cases are created and dis
solved, and producers do not need to be concerned about who is
using the data or the number of consuming applications.

➤

➤

➤

Formatting the messages (also known as decorating) using
a common look and feel
Collecting multiple messages into a single notification to
be sent
Applying a user’s preferences for how they want to receive
messages

Using a single application for this avoids the need to dupli
cate functionality in multiple applications, as well as allows
operations like aggregation which would not otherwise be pos
sible.

Figure 1-9. A big data ecosystem
Use Cases
Activity tracking
The original use case for Kafka, as it was designed at Linked
In, is that of user activity tracking. A website’s users interact with
frontend applications, which generate messages regarding ac
tions the user is taking. This can be passive information, such as
page views and click tracking, or it can be more complex actions,
such as information that a user adds to their profile. The mes
sages are published to one or more topics, which are then con
sumed by applications on the backend. These applications may
be generating reports, feeding machine learning systems, updat
ing search results, or performing other operations that are neces
sary to provide a rich user experience.
Messaging
Kafka is also used for messaging, where applications need to
send notifications (such as emails) to users. Those applications
can produce messages without needing to be concerned about
formatting or how the messages will actually be sent. A single
application can then read all the messages to be sent and handle
them consistently, including:

Metrics and logging
Kafka is also ideal for collecting application and system met
rics and logs. This is a use case in which the ability to have mul
tiple applications producing the same type of message shines.
Applications publish metrics on a regular basis to a Kafka topic,
and those metrics can be consumed by systems for monitoring
and alerting. They can also be used in an offline system like
Hadoop to perform longer-term analysis, such as growth projec
tions. Log messages can be published in the same way, and can
be routed to dedicated log search systems like Elasticsearch or
security analysis applications.
Another added benefit of Kafka is that when the destination
system needs to change (e.g., it’s time to update the log storage
system), there is no need to alter the frontend applications or the
means of aggregation.
Commit log
Since Kafka is based on the concept of a commit log, database
changes can be published to Kafka and applications can easily
monitor this stream to receive live updates as they happen. This
changelog stream can also be used for replicating database up
dates to a remote system, or for consolidating changes from
multiple applications into a single database view. Durable reten
tion is useful here for providing a buffer for the changelog,
meaning it can be replayed in the event of a failure of the con
suming applications. Alternately, log-compacted topics can be
used to provide longer retention by only retaining a single
change per key.
Stream processing
Another area that provides numerous types of applications is
stream processing. While almost all usage of Kafka can be
thought of as stream processing, the term is typically used to
refer to applications that provide similar functionality to map/
reduce processing in Hadoop. Hadoop usually relies on aggrega

“Kafka brokers are designed to operate as part of a cluster. Within a cluster
of brokers, one broker will also function as the cluster controller (elected
automatically from the live members of the cluster). The controller is
responsible for administrative operations, including assigning partitions to
brokers and monitoring for broker failures. A partition is owned by a single
broker in the cluster, and that broker is called the leader of the partition.
A partition may be assigned to multiple brokers, which will result
in the partition being replicated.”
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tion of data over a long time frame, either hours or days. Stream
processing operates on data in real time, as quickly as messages
are produced. Stream frameworks allow users to write small ap
plications to operate on Kafka messages, performing tasks such
as counting metrics, partitioning messages for efficient process
ing by other applications, or transforming messages using data
from multiple sources. Stream processing is covered in Chapter
11.
Kafka’s Origin
Kafka was created to address the data pipeline problem at
LinkedIn. It was designed to provide a high-performance mes
saging system that can handle many types of data and provide
clean, structured data about user activity and system metrics in
real time.
Data really powers everything that we do.
—Jeff Weiner, CEO of LinkedIn
LinkedIn’s Problem
Similar to the example described at the beginning of this
chapter, LinkedIn had a system for collecting system and appli
cation metrics that used custom collectors and open source tools
for storing and presenting data internally. In addition to tradi
tional metrics, such as CPU usage and application performance,
there was a sophisticated request-tracing feature that used the
monitoring system and could provide introspection into how a
single user request propagated through internal applications.
The monitoring system had many faults, however. This included
metrics collection based on polling, large intervals between
metrics, and no ability for application owners to manage their
own metrics. The system was high-touch, requiring human in
tervention for most simple tasks, and inconsistent, with differ
ing metric names for the same measurement across different
systems.
At the same time, there was a system created for tracking user
activity information. This was an HTTP service that frontend
servers would connect to periodically and publish a batch of
messages (in XML format) to the HTTP service. These batches
were then moved to offline processing, which is where the files
were parsed and collated.
This system had many faults. The XML formatting was incon
sistent, and parsing it was computationally expensive. Changing
the type of user activity that was tracked required a significant
amount of coordinated work between frontends and offline pro
cessing. Even then, the system would break constantly due to
changing schemas.
Tracking was built on hourly batching, so it could not be
used in real-time. Monitoring and user-activity tracking could
not use the same backend service. The monitoring service was
too clunky, the data format was not oriented for activity track
ing, and the polling model for monitoring was not compatible
with the push model for tracking. At the same time, the tracking
service was too fragile to use for metrics, and the batch-oriented
processing was not the right model for real-time monitoring
and alerting. However, the monitoring and tracking data shared
many traits, and correlation of the information (such as how
specific types of user activity affected application performance)
was highly desirable. A drop in specific types of user activity
could indicate problems with the application that serviced it,
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but hours of delay in processing activity batches meant a slow
response to these types of issues.
At first, existing off-the-shelf open source solutions were
thoroughly investigated to find a new system that would provide
real-time access to the data and scale out to handle the amount
of message traffic needed. Prototype systems were set up using
ActiveMQ, but at the time it could not handle the scale. It was
also a fragile solution for the way LinkedIn needed to use it, dis
covering many flaws in ActiveMQ that would cause the brokers
to pause. This would back up connections to clients and interfere
with the ability of the applications to serve requests to users. The
decision was made to move forward with a custom infrastructure
for the data pipeline.
The Birth of Kafka
The development team at LinkedIn was led by Jay Kreps, a
principal software engineer who was previously responsible for
the development and open source release of Voldemort, a dis
tributed key-value storage system. The initial team also included
Neha Narkhede and, later, Jun Rao. Together, they set out to cre
ate a messaging system that could meet the needs of both the
monitoring and tracking systems, and scale for the future. The
primary goals were to:
➤

➤

➤
➤

Decouple producers and consumers by using a push-pull
model
Provide persistence for message data within the messaging
system to allow multiple consumers
Optimize for high throughput of messages
Allow for horizontal scaling of the system to grow as the
data streams grew

“Since Kafka is based on the
concept of a commit log, database
changes can be published to Kafka
and applications can easily monitor
this stream to receive live updates as
they happen. This changelog stream
can also be used for replicating
database updates to a remote
system, or for consolidating changes
from multiple applications into a
single database view.”
The result was a publish/subscribe messaging system that had
an interface typical of messaging systems but a storage layer
more like a log-aggregation system. Combined with the adoption
of Apache Avro for message serialization, Kafka was effective for
handling both metrics and user-activity tracking at a scale of bil
lions of messages per day. The scalability of Kafka has helped
LinkedIn’s usage grow in excess of one trillion messages pro
duced (as of August 2015) and over a petabyte of data consumed
daily.
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“Kafka is also used for messaging, where applications need to send
notifications (such as emails) to users. Those applications can produce
messages without needing to be concerned about formatting or how the
messages will actually be sent. A single application can then read all the
messages to be sent and handle them consistently, including formatting the
messages (also known as decorating) using a common look and feel; collecting
multiple messages into a single notification to be sent; and applying a user’s
preferences for how they want to receive messages.”
Open Source
Kafka was released as an open source project on GitHub in
late 2010. As it started to gain attention in the open source com
munity, it was proposed and accepted as an Apache Software
Found ation incubator project in July of 2011. Apache Kafka
graduated from the incubator in October of 2012. Since then, it
has continuously been worked on and has found a robust com
munity of contributors and committers outside of LinkedIn.
Kafka is now used in some of the largest data pipelines in the
world.
In the fall of 2014, Jay Kreps, Neha Narkhede, and Jun Rao left
LinkedIn to found Confluent, a company centered around pro
viding development, enterprise support, and training for Apache
Kafka. The two companies, along with ever-growing contribu
tions from others in the open source community,
continue to develop and maintain Kafka, making it
the first choice for big data pipelines.

The Name
People often ask how Kafka got its name and if it has anything
to do with the application itself. Jay Kreps offered the following
insight:
I thought that since Kafka was a system optimized for writing,
using a writer’s name would make sense. I had taken a lot of lit
classes in college and liked Franz Kafka. Plus the name sounded
cool for an open source project.
So basically there is not much of a relationship.
Getting Started with Kafka
Now that we know all about Kafka and its history, we can set
it up and build our own data pipeline. In the next chapter, we will
explore installing and configuring Kafka. We will also cover se
lecting the right hardware to run Kafka on, and some things to
keep in mind when moving to production operations. s
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